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Abstract: In this paper, we have devoted our attention to the study of a symmetric block cipher by extending the analysis of the classical Hill 

cipher. In this development we have introduced iteration process. In each round of the iteration process we have included a function called mix() 

in order to achieve confusion and diffusion of the plaintext at every stage of the iteration. Here a key K0, formed by permuting the original key 

K, is used in the formation of the cipher. This K0 is linked with the other portion of the relation governing the cipher by introducing XOR 

operation. The avalanche effect and the cryptanalysis thoroughly indicate the strength of the cipher. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

In a recent investigation, sastry et al. have developed a modern 

block cipher[1] by including a permuted key and modular 

arithmetic addition into the Hill cipher[2].  In their analysis, 

the basic relations governing the cipher are 

C = (KP +K0) mod N,   (1.1) 

and 

P = (K-1 (C- K0) ) mod N,  (1.2) 

where P is a plaintext matrix, C the corresponding ciphertext 

matrix, K the key matrix, N is any positive integer, K0  another 

key matrix, obtained from K by permuting the elements of K 

in a chosen manner, and  

K-1 is the modular arithmetic inverse of K.  

     In this they have introduced iteration process and a function 

called mix(), for creating confusion and diffusion, and have 

shown that the draw back of the classical Hill cipher, namely 

the cipher can be broken by the known plaintext attack, can be 

overcome very easily on account of this modification. 

     In the present paper our objective is to develop a variant of 

the modern Hill cipher which is equally strong in all respects. 

Here the basic relations governing the cipher are given by  

 

C = (KP) mod N    K0,  (1.3) 

 and  

P =( K-1(C     K0)) mod N.  (1.4) 

     Here also we use the iteration process, and the mix() 

function in each round of the iteration process. 

     In section 2, we deal with the development of the cipher 

and present a pair of algorithms for encryption and decryption. 

In section 3, we illustrate the cipher and discuss the avalanche 

effect. Section 4 is devoted to cryptanalysis.  Finally in section 

5 we mention the computations and draw conclusions.   

II. DEVELOPMENT OF THE CIPHER 

In the development of the cipher, the plaintext P, the key K 

and the ciphertext C are of the form 

P = [Pij],   i= 1 to n , j=1 to n,          (2.1) 

K = [Kij],   i=1 to n, j=1 to n,           (2.2) 

C = [Cij],   i=1 to n, j=1 to n,               (2.3) 

 

where each element of P, K and C are decimal numbers lying 

between 0 and 255. This is all on account of the fact that we 

have used EBCDIC code. 

The permuted key K0 is taken in the form  

 

K0 = �
�

�
�
�

�

2221

1211

BB

BB
    

 

where  

 

B11 = [Kij],   i=(n/2+1) to n, j=(n/2+1) to n, 

B12 = [Kij],   i=(n/2+1) to n, j= 1 to n/2, 

B21 = [Kij],   i=1 to n/2, j=(n/2+1) to n, 

B22 = [Kij],   i=1 to n/2, j= 1 to n/2. 

 

The algorithms for encryption and decryption are written 

below. 

 

Algorithm for Encryption 

  

 Read n,P,K,r 

 K0= permute(K) 

 for i = 1 to r 

{ 

P = (K P)mod 256  K0 

P= mix(P) 

} 

     C = P 

 Write( C ) 

 

Algorithm for Decryption 

1.   Read n,C,K,r 

2.  K¯ 1 = Inverse(K)       

     K0 = Permute(K)  

3.  for i= 1 to r 

 { 
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      C = Imix(C) 

       C= ( K¯ 1 (C  K0 ))mod 256   

 

} 

        P = C 

 4.  Write (P) 

 

Algorithm for inverse(K) 

 

1.  Read A, n, N 

// A is an n x n matrix.  N is a positive integer with which 

modular arithmetic 

 is carried out.  Here N= 256. 

2. Find the determinant of A.  Let it   be   denoted by �, where 

� � 0. 

       3. Find the inverse of A. The inverse is given   by [Aji]/ �, i= 1 

to n , j = 1 to n 

// [Aij] are the cofactors of aij, where aij  are the elements of   

A   

     for i = 1 to N 

{ 

 //   � is relatively prime to N 

         if((i�) mod N == 1) break; 

               } 

     d= i; 

4. B = [dAji] mod N.  // B is the modular arithmetic inverse 

of A. 

 

In this analysis r=16. For a detailed discussion of the 

functions mix() and Imix() we refer to [1]. 

 

III. ILLUSTRATION OF THE CIPHER 

 

Consider the plaintext given below: 

 

No doctor wants to see a poor patient except when there is a 

support of the Government. All doctors want to examine the 

rich patients as they can shell down lacs and lacs. God also 

does not want to see the face of the poor!   

   (3.1) 

Let us take the first sixteen characters of the plaintext (3.1) 

into consideration. This is given by   

No doctor wants .   (3.2) 

On using EBCDIC code the (3.2) can be written in the 

form of a matrix, P given by 

 

  P =

�
�
�
�

�

�

�
�
�
�

�

�

64162163149

12916664153

150163131150

13264150213

 (3.3) 

 

Let us choose the key, K in the form   

     

               K =

�
�
�
�

�

�

�
�
�
�

�

�

92855539

7520919948

112017134

67925123

  (3.4)  

 

On using the definition of K0, mentioned in section 2, we get  

              K0 =

�
�
�
�

�

�

�
�
�
�

�

�

171341120

25123679

55399285

1994875209

 (3.5) 

 

On using (3.3) to (3.5) and the encryption algorithm, we obtain  

  

              C =

�
�
�
�

�

�

�
�
�
�

�

�

49200230157

24120797230

21443169122

7330124162

 (3.6) 

 

On adopting the decryption algorithm, with the required 

inputs, we get back the original plaintext given by (3.3). 

 

Let us now examine the avalanche effect, which shows the 

strength of the cipher.  

In order to carry out this one, we replace the fifteenth 

character‘s’ by ‘t’ in the plaintext (3.2). The EBCDIC codes of 

‘s’ and ‘t’ are 162 and 163. These two differ by one bit in their 

binary form. Thus, on using the modified plaintext we get the 

ciphertext C in the form  

               C =

�
�
�
�

�

�

�
�
�
�

�

�

6641226158

17168210100

3480151228

17643837

 (3.7) 

 

On converting (3.6) and (3.7) into their binary form, we notice 

that the two ciphertexts differ by 66 bits (out of 128 bits). This 

shows that the cipher is a strong one. 

 

        Let us now consider a one bit change in the key K. This 

can be achieved by replacing the second row fourth column 

element of (3.4) “11” by “10”. On executing the encryption 

algorithm with the modified key, the corresponding permuted 

key K0, and the original plaintext intact, we get  

     

               C =

�
�
�
�

�

�

�
�
�
�

�

�

21112825331

100147157255

115214236137

2421883165

  (3.8) 

Now on comparing the binary forms of (3.6) and (3.8), we find 

that they differ by 67 bits (out of 128 bits). This also shows 

that the cipher is a potential one. 

IV. CRYPTANALYSIS 

The cryptanalytic attacks which are generally considered in the 

literature of Cryptography are 

1) Ciphertext only attack (Brute force attack)   

2) Known plaintext attack 

3) Chosen plaintext attack and  

4) Chosen ciphertext attack 
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As the key matrix K contains 16 decimal numbers, 

wherein each number can be represented in terms of eight 

binary bits, the length of the key is 128 bits. As it is 

established very clearly in [1] the ciphertext only attack is 

ruled out. 

 Let us now consider the known plaintext attack, wherein the 

pairs of the plaintext and the ciphertext (as many as we 

require) are known. If we focus our attention on different 

stages of the iteration process, the relations between C and P 

are given by  

C= M((KP) mod 256  K0)   for r=1,  

     (4.1) 

C =M( (K M((KP) mod 256  K0) )mod 256  K0 )  for r=2, 

     (4.2) 

 . 

 . 

 . 

C=M((KM((……. M( (K M((KP) mod 256  K0)) mod 256  

K0 )  ……..)mod 256  K0) )mod 256  K0)   for r=16. 

       

     (4.3) 

In writing the above relations the function mix() is replaced by 

M() for elegance.  

The relation (4.1), corresponding to r=1, can be written in the 

form 

    Imix(C) = (KP)mod256  K0 .      (4.4) 

When r=1 i.e., when we have only one round of the iteration, 

from (4.4) we notice that this cipher cannot be broken on 

account of the presence of K0. This is the significant departure 

between the classical Hill cipher and the present cipher. When 

r=16, the relation between C and P given by (4.3) is a 

complicated one, and the key K, the plaintext P and the K0, 

after undergoing several operations, and thoroughly mixed. In 

view of this fact, the key K or a function of K cannot be 

determined by any means, and hence the cipher remains 

unbreakable in the case of the known plaintext attack. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Apparently, no scope is found for breaking the cipher in the 

last two cases of the cryptanalytic attack. 

From the above discussion, we conclude that the cipher is a 

strong one.  
 

V. COMPUTATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

In this paper, we have developed a modern Hill cipher, which 

includes a permuted Key K0 (dependent on K) and xor 

operation. In this cipher the computations are carried out by 

writing programs for encryption and decryption in Java.  

The plaintext (3.1) is divided into fourteen blocks by taking 

sixteen characters at a time. The last block is supplemented 

with one blank character, so that it becomes a full one. The 

ciphertext corresponding to the complete plaintext (3.1) is 

obtained in the form presented below.  

 

The avalanche effect and cryptanalysis considered in sections 

3 and 4 clearly display that the cipher is a strong one and it 

cannot be broken by any attack. 
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1487021724414822917613920422081160224562
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